Episode 8: Lead
Generation Strategy
Worksheet

My Lead Generation Strategy Worksheet
Get Clear
Answer the following questions to shed some light on the leads in your business:
1. What is a lead for your business?
2. Where do your leads come from?
3. What activities generate leads?
4. What process do you have in place to follow up with leads?
5. Do you treat existing clients like leads?
6. What is your sales system? Define the steps in this process.

Reverse Engineer
Answer and calculate the following to reverse engineer the number of leads you will
need to meet this year’s revenue goal. Be brave! I’m right here, cheering you on.
Don’t let the numbers deter you.
1. What is your revenue goal for this year?
2. How many more clients would you need to reach that goal?
3. What is your sales conversion rate? This is the number of new clients/total number of
sales inquiries x 100%. Ex: 15 new clients/37 sales conversations = 15/37 x 100% =
41% conversion rate.
4. How many new leads do you currently have a month?
5. How many new leads do you need to hit your revenue goal? Calculate this by taking
the number of new clients you need (question 2) and dividing it by your conversion
rate (question 3). Ex: 10 New clients needed / 41% conversion rate = 10/0.41 =
24.4 new leads needed.
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Plan Your Marketing
Now you know how many leads you need, make a Marketing plan!
1. What trigger activities or lead-generating marketing can you repeat?
2. What new trigger activities will generate the most leads?
3. How do you increase your referrals (or ask for referrals)?
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